Researchers figure out how oddly shaped
sandstone landform structures come about
21 July 2014, by Bob Yirka
wind and rain along with freezing and thawing that
accounted for uniquely shaped sandstone
landforms—they occur in many places and generally
cause those who see them to take a second—or
third look. Many believed they came about because
some of the rock was just naturally harder than
other parts. The results were sometimes awe
inspiring structures that at times appeared to defy
gravity. But now, new research suggests that it's
actually gravity that allows the structures to form in
the first place.
Curious as to the real mechanism by which
sandstone landforms take shape, the researchers
took several samples into their lab and subjected
them to intense scrutiny—after cutting the samples
into cubes, they used pressure plates to simulate
the loads of real structures while also subjecting
them to simulated wind and rain. As the cubes were
deformed, close inspection revealed that in the
parts of the sandstone subjected to direct pressure
(simulated gravity) individual grains tended to lock
together creating sections of stone that were more
resilient to wind and rain. That led to the creation of
Delicate Arch, Arches National Park, Utah, USA. Credit: pillars within the sandstone that stood strong as the
grains around them were swept away. As more free
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grains were swept away, more pressure was
exerted on the column causing the grains in them
to lock even tighter.
(Phys.org) —A team of researchers with members
from facilities in the Czech Republic and one from
the U.S. has discovered the mechanism by which
unique sandstone landforms take shape. In their
paper published in Nature Geoscience, the team
describes how their studies of sandstone in their
lab led to insights about how both gravity and
erosion contribute to the creation of such unique
structures as Delicate Arch at Arches National
Park in Utah. Chris Paola of the University of
Minnesota offers a News & Views piece on the
research done by the team in the same journal
issue.
For many years, scientists have assumed it was
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Double O Arch storm composite, Devil’s Garden, Arches
Rock pillars, together with rock arches, alcoves and
National Park, Utah, USA. Credit: Michael Atman
pedestal rocks are decorating sandstone landscape with
underlining intricate concept design. Physical and
numerical modelling, and field observations of locked
sands and sandstone formations reveal aspects of the
The team found that when pressure was applied
natural self-organizing engineering. Cueva Colibri –
from above to different parts of a cube, and artificial Sistema Brewer, Churí tepui, Venezuela. Credit: Libor
cracks and other perturbations were also
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introduced to the sandstone, it led to the
development of interesting and unique shapes
when subjected to simulated erosion. The
researchers believe this same action applies to
sandstone in its natural state, and accounts for the
remarkable shapes that have left those beholding
them wondering how they could have formed and
then withstood the ravages of wind and rain—it's
because their columns have been made strong
enough to withstand further weathering.

More information: Sandstone landforms shaped
by negative feedback between stress and erosion,
Nature Geoscience (2014) DOI: 10.1038/ngeo2209
Abstract
Weathering and erosion of sandstone produces
unique landforms1, 2 such as arches, alcoves,
pedestal rocks and pillars. Gravity-induced stresses
have been assumed to not play a role in landform
preservation3 and to instead increase weathering
rates4, 5. Here we show that increased stress
within a landform as a result of vertical loading
reduces weathering and erosion rates, using
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laboratory experiments and numerical modelling.
We find that when a cube of locked sand exposed
to weathering and erosion processes is
experimentally subjected to a sufficiently
low vertical stress, the vertical sides of the cube
progressively disintegrate into individual grains. As
the cross-sectional area under the loading
decreases, the vertical stress increases until a
critical value is reached. At this threshold, fabric
interlocking of sand grains causes the granular
sediment to behave like a strong, rock-like material,
and the remaining load-bearing pillar or pedestal
landform is resistant to further erosion. Our
experiments are able to reproduce other natural
shapes including arches, alcoves and multiple
pillars when planar discontinuities, such as bedding
planes or fractures, are present. Numerical
modelling demonstrates that the stress field is
modified by discontinuities to make a variety of
shapes stable under fabric interlocking, owing to
the negative feedback between stress and erosion.
We conclude that the stress field is the primary
control of the shape evolution of sandstone
landforms.
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